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Challenging Christian Publishers
As Christians we believe that there should be a place for
Christian values, but we live in a society that often
challenges and attempts to exclude Christianity in the public
arena. I would like to document many of the challenges to
religious liberty today.
We lament the fact that we often have a naked public square
(where religious values are stripped from the public arena).
But we are not calling for a sacred public square (where
religious values are forced on others). What we want is an
open public square (where various religious and secular values
are given a fair hearing).
Sometimes the challenges to religious liberty seem frivolous,
but they could easily establish a precedent that could be
harmful to Christianity later on. One example of this is the
man who sued two Christian publishers for emotional distress
and mental instability because of their Bible translations. He
is a homosexual and blames them for his emotional problems,
because their Bibles refer to homosexuality as a sin.
As I point out in my book A Biblical Point of View on
Homosexuality, various denominations and gay theologians have
been trying to rewrite the Bible concerning homosexuality.{1}
I guess it was only a matter of time before someone would sue
the publishers for their Bible translations.
The homosexual man bringing the lawsuit contends that the
Bible translations refer to homosexuals as sinners and only
reflect an individual opinion or a group’s conclusion. In
particular, he argues that deliberate changes made to 1

Corinthians 6:9 are to blame. They have, according to him,
caused homosexuals “to endure verbal abuse, discrimination,
episodes of hates, and physical violence.”{2}
First, let me say that verbal or physical actions toward
homosexuals or other people are wrong and should be condemned.
But the Bible or a Bible translation should not be blamed for
what sinful people do to others. Even when we may disagree
with someone, we should always be gracious and always treat
others with respect.
Second, we should take the Christian publishers at their word.
One of the publishers stated that they do not translate the
Bible nor even own the copyright for the translation. Instead,
they “rely on the scholarly judgment of the highly respected
and credible translation committees behind each translation.”
The problem that this homosexual man and other gay activists
have is not really with a Christian publisher. It is with the
Word of God itself. God intended that sex is to be between a
man and a woman in marriage. Any other sex outside of marriage
is sinful and wrong.
Although this lawsuit might seem frivolous and without merit,
it represents a growing movement to criminalize Christian
thought through hate crimes legislation and the legal
recognition of same-sex marriage and homosexual behavior. As
such, it is but one of many challenges to religious liberty.

The Praying Coach
Another place where religious liberty is challenged is the
public schools.
Marcus Borden is a high school football coach in East
Brunswich, New Jersey. He is also a recipient of the national
Caring Coach of the Year award. And he is in lots of trouble.
A spokesman for the ACLU says he has fostered a “destructive

environment” for students. So what did he do to create such an
environment?
He bowed his head silently during pre-game prayers. Sometimes
he even silently knelt down on one knee. Now understand, he
didn’t pray with the student football players. He merely
showed his respect for them silently. But that was enough to
set off anyone who believes in the separation of church and
state.
One student athletic trainer said it best: “The tradition of
student-initiated prayer goes back many, many years. I think
with all that is wrong in our schools today, gun violence,
bullying, promiscuity, etc. that the energy being spent on
Marcus Borden bowing his head and taking a knee is a waste.
Here is a man trying to support the youth in his care and be a
positive role model and all these administrative yahoos can
worry about is his presence in a room with his players while
they pray.”{3}
I might mention that the tradition of student-initiated prayer
has been part of the football program at this high school for
more than a quarter century. The actual prayer is very short
and simple. They pray that they will represent their families
and communities well. And they pray that the players (on both
sides of the ball) will come out of the game unscathed and
unhurt.
School officials passed a policy prohibiting school district
representatives from participating in student-initiated
prayer. They even ordered Borden to stand rather than take a
knee and bow his head while his players recited pre-game
prayers. If he disobeyed he would lose his job as coach and
tenured teacher.
A federal district court judge ruled that the school district
violated Borden’s constitutional rights to free speech,
freedom of association, and academic freedom. But common sense

didn’t last long. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third
Circuit overturned the decision and ruled that Borden could
not take a knee.
As we talk about the challenges to religious liberty, I think
it is important to consider the impact these challenges have
on society. I think all of us would agree that we need
positive role models in high school athletics. Coach Borden
was one of them. He set a positive example and should be
applauded, not punished.

Challenge to Christian Teachers
The challenge to religious liberties is also felt in public
school classrooms.
A recent case illustrates the challenge many Christian
teachers face. For a number of weeks I had been hearing about
a teacher who was suspended without pay because he refused to
remove his Bible from his desk. The story sounded too
incredible, so I had to check it out for myself.
John Freshwater is a science teacher in Ohio who has twice
received a Teacher of the Year award.{4} He has had his Living
Bible on his desk for twenty-one years, but it is not in a
prominent place. He told me that when he asked former students
if they remember him having a Bible on his desk, many of them
didn’t remember that he did.
John Freshwater is an excellent teacher. In fact his science
class was the only eighth grade class at the school to pass
the Ohio Achievement Test. He has been accused of branding a
student during a voluntary Tesla coil demonstration, but there
doesn’t seem to be much merit in this accusation.
When I interviewed him, he did mention that back in 2002-2003,
he decided to follow some of the details in the “No Child Left
Behind” legislation that allowed teachers to teach the

controversy concerning evolution. He wonders if his
willingness to talk about the problems with evolution is part
of the reason for actions against him.
Freshwater pointed out that other teachers have religious
items on their desk. And he was willing to remove a Ten
Commandments poster from his classroom along with a box of
Bibles that were stored in his office for the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes.
So is he just a trouble-maker? I don’t think so. I also
interviewed his pastor who was most supportive of him, his
character, and his teaching. As far as I can tell, he is the
kind of teacher we would love to have to teach our children.
He didn’t deserve to be suspended, and he certainly didn’t
deserve to be fired.
His case is but one of many cases I have followed over the
years of teachers who were reprimanded, suspended, or fired
for having a Bible or a religious item on their desk or wall.
It is amazing how far we have come when you consider that the
Bible was the primary document in education not so long ago.
Students read the Bible or else read about the Bible in their
New England Primers or McGuffey Readers. How far we have come
from the Bible being the center of education to a classroom
where even having a Bible on the desk is seen as a reason to
suspend or fire a teacher. This is once again a significant
challenge to religious liberty.

Challenging the Boy Scouts
Awhile back I had the governor of the state of Texas in my
radio studio to talk about the Boy Scouts. You might wonder
why Rick Perry wanted to talk about the Boy Scouts. Well, he
credits much of his success to them, and so wrote the book On
My Honor: Why the American Values of the Boy Scouts are Worth
Fighting For.{5}

His story is pretty simple. He grew up in Paint Creek, Texas.
Yes, the town is as small as it sounds. There was not much to
do, but you could join the Boy Scouts. Rick Perry did and
became an Eagle Scout. And he joined an elite group of people
like Gerald Ford, Ross Perot, William Bennett, and U.S.
Secretary of Defense Robert Gates who were all Eagle Scouts
long before they became prominent, successful public figures.
A significant part of the book focuses on the positive aspects
of scouting.
But another part of the book is illustrated by the subtitle
dealing with the values that are worth fighting for.{6} The
Boy Scouts have been under siege for years. Radical groups and
secularists have attacked it on three fronts: (1) that it
requires Scouts and Scout leaders to believe in God, (2) that
it limits adult Scout leadership on the basis of sexuality,
and (3) that it limits participation to boys. Atheists have
attacked its requirement that scouts believe in God. Militant
homosexual groups have tried to force it to install homosexual
Scout leaders. And feminists have challenged whether the Boy
Scouts should be limited just to boys and thus exclude girls.
The Boy Scouts have had to defend themselves all the way to
the Supreme Court. And the Boy Scouts have also been attacked
in the media and denied funding from various charitable
organizations. They have been kicked off facilities that used
to be provided for them. And in Philadelphia they were told to
pay an exorbitant fee for a facility in the city the Scouts
built eighty years ago and gave to the city for free.
While it is true that the Boy Scouts are not a religious
organization, it is also true that many troops meet in
churches. And they are often attacked for their belief in God.
So I believe that these attacks on the Boy Scouts represent
another challenge to religious liberty in this country.
But I also believe that the Boy Scouts illustrate the cultural
decline in America. When the Boy Scouts were formed nearly a

century ago, they were at the very center of American values.
Today, they are one of the most vilified organizations in
America. The Boy Scouts didn’t change; America did.

Historical and Biblical
Religious Liberty

Basis

for

What are the historical and religious bases for the religious
liberty which is being challenged today?
The founders of this country wisely wanted to keep the
institutions of church and state separate. But church/state
separation does not mean that Christians cannot have an active
role in politics.{7} We should be free to express our
religious values in the public arena.
Thomas Jefferson declared that religious liberty is “the most
inalienable and sacred of all human rights.” After the
Constitution was drafted, the Bill of Rights was added. The
First Amendment specifically granted all citizens the free
exercise of religion. Church historian Philip Schaff once
called the First Amendment “the Magna Carta of religious
freedom,” and “the first example in history of a government
deliberately depriving itself of all legislative control over
religion.”{8}
The biblical basis for religious liberty rests on the fact
that we are created in the image of God (Genesis 1:27-28) and
thus have value and dignity. With that also comes liberty of
conscience. We are free moral beings who can choose and have
the right to express ourselves. In a very real sense,
religious liberty is a gift from God.
Religious freedom is not something granted to us by a
government. God grants us those rights, and it is the
responsibility of governments to acknowledge those rights. The
Declaration of Independence captures this idea in its most

famous sentence: “We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these are
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.”
Government is a divinely ordained institution (Romans 13:1-7)
that has the responsibility to keep order (1 Peter 2:13-15).
We are to obey those in authority (Romans 13:1) and we are to
pray for those in authority (1 Timothy 2:1-2).
We also recognize that the church is separate from government.
Those within the church are to preach the gospel (Acts 1:8).
Church leaders are also to teach sound doctrine (Matthew
28:20) and to disciple believers (Ephesians 4:11-13).
We have seen that standing for our rights and our liberty can
sometimes be costly and is an ongoing responsibility. As one
nineteenth century activist put it: “Eternal vigilance is the
price of liberty.”{9}
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